SHAPING THE DIGITAL FUTURE OF THE
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 4.0
Globally, manufacturing is witnessing a fourth wave of technological advancement, known as the fourth industrial revolution. Today, the
whole manufacturing industry is undergoing a transformation, powered by the rise of digital technologies. How will Industry 4.0 affect
Europe's manufacturing landscape? And are European manufacturing plants ready to embrace the digital transformation in order to
increase their competitiveness? Research shows that around only half of manufacturing companies are in the know when it comes to
reducing labour costs and optimising activities across the entire value chain through digitalisation. That's why Panasonic is delivering
unique value to the manufacturing industry by applying our experience and expertise in rugged mobile computing solutions, helping our
customers to streamline workflow processes and enhance performance.

APPLICATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
REDUCING DOWNTIME TO BOOST
EFFICIENCY
Increasing production uptime is one of the
key challenges in manufacturing
environments. By equipping workers with
rugged mobile devices such as
TOUGHBOOK or TOUGHPAD and replacing
the need for pen and paper, workflow
processes are being optimised, and data
input mistakes reduced, as workers no
longer need to capture handwritten data.

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE OF
PRODUCTION MACHINERY
Predictive maintenance software, running
on rugged TOUGHBOOK or TOUGHPAD
devices, enables early detection of
machine faults, providing far more
efficiency in the maintenance process by
increasing uptime, whilst decreasing the
amount of materials and parts necessary
for repairs.

WAREHOUSING LOGISTICS
Running inventory software on a
TOUGHPAD or TOUGHBOOK device allows
mobile workers to access critical stock
and location information in real time and
in the most effective way. From receiving
and moving, to ordering and dispatching
stock items, rugged TOUGHPAD 4.7''
handheld devices with an angled rear
barcode reader, ensure the smooth
running of warehouse operations.

TECHNICAL SERVICE & DIAGNOSTICS
Service technicians can benefit from using
their TOUGHPAD as a diagnostic device, by
simply plugging in any machine that needs
to be serviced. The tablet can be used to
update a machine's firmware, significantly
improving first-time fix rates and quality.

MANUFACTURING REDEFINED
Currently many heads of production underestimate how inefficient and
uncompetitive a non-automated approach can be. Valuable time and resources are
wasted when production workers stop production lines to collect data for training
or job confirmations using pen and paper.
By adapting digital technologies to network your manufacturing process, you can
reduce administration time for your production staff and train new recruits more
efficiently.
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK and TOUGHPAD shock-proof, spill-resistant devices with
high-visibility displays are perfectly suited for usage in demanding production
environments.
Thanks to the rugged and fanless features of TOUGHBOOK and TOUGHPAD
hardware, any harm from dust and dirt along the production line or in warehouses
is minimised.

TOUGHPAD FZ-G1
This fully-rugged Tablet with 10''
outdoor display is ideal for
manufacturing workers on-the-go, as
they benefit from 8 hours of battery
life with extendable hot-swappable
battery options, and a capacitive 10finger multi-touchscreen that can also
be operated with gloves and pen.

TOUGHPAD FORKLIFT MOUNTED
SOLUTIONS
Panasonic offers a complete range of
fully-rugged TOUGHPAD tablets, with
display sizes ranging from 4.7'' to 13''
that can be mounted on forklift trucks.
Warehouse managers can configure
their individual forklift solution by
choosing from a variety of devices,
docks, mounting options and
accessories.

TOUGHPAD tablet family: 4.7'' to 20''
Running enterprise-grade applications on TOUGHPAD tablets that interface with
multiple platforms simultaneously, and exchange information in real time using 3G
or 4G connections, revolutionises the way service technicians and other production
staff operate.
Replacing pen and paper or old devices being used along the assembly line with a
single new TOUGHPAD takes staff productivity to the next level. Production staff
have all the information they need at their fingertips, in real time, resulting in
reduced production machine downtime, increased uptime, and an overall much
smoother process.

Maintenance staff can access information such as product manual updates, or
service recommendations from colleagues in real time, and check the availability
of spare-parts while performing maintenance jobs on site - enabling them to
perform service activities much more quickly.
TOUGHPAD and TOUGHBOOK devices are the ideal future solution for technical
field staff, as they offer multifunctional options and multiple benefits. Mobile
workers benefit from the perfect balance of durability, flexibility and mobility one device fits all jobs. The devices can also be used in office-based, vehiclemounted, or indoor and outdoor production sites.
Glove-enabled touchscreens with anti-reflective sunlight readability, ensure that
production processes continue to run smoothly whatever the weather.
Panasonic equips forklift trucks with mounted mobile computers, so operators are
always connected when performing their picking and putting-away tasks in the
warehouse. Furthermore our rugged Panasonic forklift solutions ensure that data
can be accessed at any time - even when devices face shocks and vibrations in the
forklift dock.

CERTIFICATIONS
Selected TOUGHBOOK computers and TOUGHPAD laptops are compliant with
several US Military Standard tests MIL-STD and have IP ratings:
MIL-STD-810G - US Military Standard to test vibration, high and low temperature,
dust and sand and water
IP3X: Ingress protection class 3 for the entire Fixed POS Terminal with IP52 rating
for the screen of the POS system ensuring a spill-resistant structure perfectly
suited for food retail and restaurant environments
IP65: Water and Dust resistancy for FZ-G1, FZ-M1
IP67: Submersible in water up to 1metre for 30 minutes
IP65 & IP68: FZ-E1 and FZ-X1
We are keen on providing more certifications upon request
PLEASE CONTACT US ON WWW.TOUGHBOOK.EU

